Total Problems on this patient, for review

* Hospitalization

   Res/Inact

- 2. ->alcoholism; onset date/age not known.
   SERIOUS & staying same.

   ->Reactivated

- 4. ->cirrhosis, portal (Laennec's); onset [unknown diagnosis confirmed... SERIOUS / stability not known

- 5. H/O coronary atherosclerosis; [characterized by...
   ->Res/Inact
   Res/Inact

- 6. Osteoarthritis, symptomatic, mild; with pain; with deformity, fl...

   Res/Inact

- 8. Obstructive lung disease, chronic; due to: chronic bronchitis.
   Satisfactory & getting better.

- 9. H/O Caries, many; [also many missing, broken teeth]